
Multimedia Programming 

LEARNING GOAL & SCALE: Standard 

4 Student will be successful in level 3 and: 

✓ Create a multi-player game that allows users to play on 

separate computers rather than use the same keyboard/mouse 

3 Student will: Implement multimedia programming (Standard 52,53,54).  

Create a  multi-player game to: 

✓ Demonstrate proficiency in creating multiple objects 

✓ Include multiple sprites/objects movement 

✓ Code programs 

✓ Use online reference materials (tutorials, manuals, forums) 

✓ Plan game design 

2 Student will: 

✓ Understand what a multi-player game is 

✓ Identify the basic constructs used in keyboard input 

✓ Define: sprite, object, and multiplayer in terms of games 

1 With help from the teacher, the student has partial success with the 

current content. 

0 Even with help, the student has no success with the current content. 
 

Work Scenario:  You were recently hired to create a multiplayer game 

but your boss is giving you flexibility to use Unity, GameMaker, or 

Unreal.  The game must allow at least two players but you have the 

option of making it a local co-op or online multiplayer. 

Learning Target: Create a multi-player game using coding. 

  



Project Instructions 

Create a game that has at a minimum- Menu Screen, 1 Level, End screen, and 

allows more than 1 player to play at a time. 

GameMaker Multi-Player Tutorials (these are for the coding the screen but you 

must find/create assets for backgrounds and characters, add additional code for 

game features- do not use the basic circles/squares they do in the tutorial): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SeWGjaEmuH8  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LGXXJ4034Ss  

**Above will be graded on not only multiplayer functionality but also overall 

design and entertainment value. Once done you must continue another game 

build of your choice- no specific requirements or find something productive to do- 

NGT or 2nd Semester build.  

__________________________________________________________ 

**Any below will only be graded on functionality – not design and/or 

entertainment.   

Unity 2018 Multiplayer (4 30min videos) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z74uc-

Lcu84&list=PLsMV160Duh4x2y6Q-FCzRp6g5bGD-o4VU  

Unity 2D Scorched Earth-like Multiplayer Game (9 videos) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NCT-

kQZ8WFY&list=PLbghT7MmckI4x0t04ZfVdk7zLJsNTzFIX  

Unity Multiplayer Lobby Tutorials (10 videos) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9DUCCWFG5cU&list=PLLH3mUGkfFCVSV6Q1UJE7Ge

6UfhGzRAnH  

You may choose a tutorial of your choice as well or create from scratch. 
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